No.M-12014/02/2015-MGNREGA (344637)
Government of India
Ministry of Rural Development
Department of Rural Development

Krish Bhavan, New Delhi,
Dated the 18th June, 2017

To
The Principal Secretary/Secretary,
Commissioner (in charge of MGNREGA)
All States/UTs

Subject: Minutes of the VC meeting on issues relating to holding of Aadhaar Camps
held on 10th July, 2017 -reg.

Sir,

I am directed to enclose herewith a copy of the minutes of the VC meeting on the
above mentioned subject for information and necessary action.

Encl: As above

(R.R.Meena)
Under Secretary to the Government of India
Tel: 23382406

Copy to:

1. DG & Mission Director, UIDAI, Jeevan Bharti Building, Tower II, 3rd Floor, New Delhi.
2. DG (RB&Plg), Department of Posts, Dak Bhavan, New Delhi.
3. Joint Secretary, Department of Financial Services, New Delhi.
5. The VP & Head, NPCI, 1001 A, B wing 10th Floor, The Capital, Bandra-Kurla Complex,
   Bandra (East), Mumbai-400051.

Copy for information to PS to JS (RE).
Minutes of the Video Conference meeting held on 10.07.2017
on issues relating to Aadhaar Camps - Regarding.

A meeting was held under the Chairpersonship of Additional Secretary, Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD) on 10.07.2017 to discuss holding of Aadhaar camps from 25.07.2017 to 10.09.2017.

The meeting was also attended by Joint Secretary, MGNREGA; Joint Secretary, Department of Financial Services (DFS); Officials representing Department of UIDAI, Department of Post, Cabinet Secretariat (DBT Mission), NIC-RD and NPCI. The list of participants is attached (Annexure I).

2. Joint Secretary, DFS shared that in terms of the amendments made to the Prevention of Money-laundering (Maintenance of Records) Rules, 2005, vide Government of India, Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue), notification no. G.S.R. 538(E), dated 1.6.2017, in case the accountholders of accounts existing prior to the date of notification fail to submit to the bank their Aadhaar number by 31.12.2017, their accounts shall cease to be operational till the time the Aadhaar number is submitted by the accountholder. Following was advised by Joint Secretary, DFS:

   a) SLBCs to ensure that the banks must participate in the Aadhaar camps organized by the MoRD for MGNREGS. All the Convener, SLBC to write to LDMs / Banks to ensure participation. SLBCs to be proactive and review the progress with the LDMs on regular basis.

   b) Banks need to authenticate with UIDAI’s CIDR the Aadhaar number of the worker before seeding it into the bank database and map it on the NPCI Aadhaar mapper for enabling ABP payments.

   c) The care be taken while doing the fresh enrolments that the data collected is same as per the bank records and what is shared with UIDAI.

   d) Only the IBA’s consent form be used by the banks.

   e) It is important to note that as per IBA’s consent form the Aadhaar may be seeded into the multiple accounts of the customer but only one account shall be selected for NPCI Mapper for getting DBT benefits.

3. Joint Secretary, MGNREGA said that the earlier SoP shared vide joint letter of MoRD and DFS dated 14.03.2017 and referred in the letter dated 01.07.2017 will soon be revised and shared after discussing the same in today’s VC. Following was shared and advised by Joint Secretary, MGNREGA:

   a) At national level, there are about 10.67 Cr active workers out of which Aadhaar seeding in NREGASoft is done for 9.09 Cr active workers and ABP conversion has been done for 5.29 Cr active workers. Thus, States
should ensure seeding into NREGASoft of the balance 1.58 Crore active workers and work in close co-ordination with the banks to get the balance 5.38 Crore active workers for ABPS conversion.

b) All states/UTs to mobilize the Aadhaar camps and plan in the camp calendar in coordination with the banks. All States/UTs to hold Aadhaar camps from **25.07.2017 to 10.09.2017** and upload the camp calendars on NREGASoft latest by **20.07.2017**.

c) In the camps, mobilization be done for 100% seeding into program database (NREGASoft), fresh enrolments and collection of consent forms.

d) Two forms will be used to collect the consent of the MGNREGA workers; one will be used by the Banks (**IBA’s format**) and another will be used by State Government’s MGNREGA officials (**MoRD format**).

e) At the end of each camp the details viz. Name of the banks and number of forms received; to be jointly drawn and signed by the State Government MGNREGA Officials and the Bank representatives. The same needs to be uploaded in the NREGASoft within 2 days.

f) For regular monitoring, each district to share a weekly camp report on number of consent forms collected bank-wise, printed from NREGASoft, with LDMs with a copy to SLBC. The progress of the States and the banks will also be regularly monitored at National level by MoRD and DFS.

g) States to also take all measures to facilitate opening of **individual accounts of the MGNREGA workers** and convert all existing joint accounts into individual accounts.

h) It was made clear by the Joint Secretary that the **cost of mobilization for Aadhaar camps may be borne from 6% administrative cost under MGNREGA**.

4. **UIDAI** representative shared that Aadhaar enrolments must be done only in government premises from **30.09.2017** onwards. Therefore, it is important that the camps are completed by 10.09.2017 in Blocks/ Gram Panchayats.

5. **NPCI** representative informed that some banks are only seeding the Aadhaar into the bank account of the customers and not on NPCI Aadhaar mapper for ABPS conversion.

6. **Department of Post** representative shared that the heads of the circles have been informed about the camps.